
1 Online Appendix 
This appendix includes the results using an alternative definition of self-employment and results with 

alternative assumptions regarding the functional form of the empirical model.  

1.1 Alternative measure of self-employment 
To take into account that people who have income from both self-employment and employment are 

different from people who are only employed or self-employed I calculate an alternative measure of 

self-employment which relies on the income from self-employment and employment for people which 

at some stage have income from both. The alternative measure of self-employment  is constructed by 

taking an individual’s earnings when only employed as a measure of an individual’s potential wage as 

employed, and an individual’s earnings as self-employed when only self-employed as a measure of 

potential earnings as self-employed. I then use the average ratio between these two in my sample to 

determine whether a person who has income from both sources should be categorized as self-

employed or employed. Optimally one would like to use the same individual’s earnings when only 

self-employed and only employed as a measure of potential earnings. However, since few individuals 

have income from both only employment and only self-employment I would only be able to calculate 

this measure for a sub-set of the self-employed. Therefore I use the average ratio in the sample of 

individuals who have income from both self-employment and employment during the studied period 

but not income from both at the same time. Using this categorization leads to an earnings ratio of 1.33 

for men and 1.56 for women instead of 1.6. Some individuals that were categorized as employed in my 

preferred measure will therefore be categorized as self-employed using this alternative measure. There 

are also individuals who are categorized as self-employed by Statistics Sweden, based on information 

not available to me1, although their tax income from self-employment that particular year is lower than 

1.6 times the income from employment. These will be categorized as self-employed using my 

preferred measure of self-employment and not self-employed in this alternative measure. 

The results presented in Table A:1 columns 1 and 2 show that for women the results are the same 

as when using my preferred measure: Women with a university degree are more likely to be self-

employed when there are many vacancies compared to women with a lower education level. The 

results presented in column 1 include a region fixed effect and the results presented in column 2 

include an individual fixed effect. As when using my preferred definition of self-employment the 

estimated effect of the local vacancy rate for women with only compulsory education changes from 

being negative to positive. This suggests that women with a low education level who enter (and exit) 

the sample are to a lesser (and larger) extent self-employed in times when local labor market 

conditions are good. The results in column 2 show that women with low and high education level are 

likely to switch to self-employment in good times. The effect is however stronger for women with a 
                                                 
1 In particular if the firm is active or passive. 



higher education level. For men the results are somewhat weaker with this measure of self-

employment. Although the coefficients are in similar magnitude to previous results there are no longer 

any statistically significant differences between men with high and low educational attainment.  

 

Table A:1 Alternative definition of self-employment 

Probability self-employed 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Women Men 
Local  -0.812* 0.214* 0.391 0.266 
vacancy rate (0.445) (0.125) (0.378) (0.286) 
×High School 1.014* 0.173 -0.0160 -0.00872 
 (0.520) (0.113) (0.570) (0.130) 
×University 2.932*** 0.593*** 0.325 0.454 
 (0.807) (0.171) (0.754) (0.292) 
     
Region FE x  x  
Individual FE  x  x 
Year*group FE x x x x 
     
Mean dep var 0.0426  0.100  
     
Obs. 19,609,545 19,609,545 19,777,215 19,777,215 
No of ind.  2,269,502  2,316,601 

The samples include men and women who stay in one labor market region. The dependent 
variable is a dummy taking the value 1 if a person is self-employed. The local vacancy rate 
is number of vacancies per 1000 aged 18-64. High school and University are dummy 
variables indicating whether the person has between 10-14 years of education and >14 
years of education, respectively. Other than the variables specified in the table all 
specifications include age, age^2, and dummy variables for education level. To account for 
the change in categorization in 2003, the education variables and individual fixed variables 
are allowed to have a different impact before and after the change. All regressions are 
estimated using OLS. The table show standard errors clustered on regional level in 
parentheses. *** indicate statistically significant at 1 percent, ** at 5 percent and * at 10 
percent level. Estimates in italic indicate that total effect of the local labor market variable 
is statistically significant at the 10 percent level. 
 

1.2 Estimations using the logit model 

Next the empirical model is then estimated using the logit model instead of the linear probabilistic 

model. A limitation with the linear model is that it can make predictions which imply that the 

probability of being self-employed is more than one or less than zero. This is not a problem with the 

logit model although it does require other assumptions about the functional form. Reassuringly, the 

results presented in Table A:2 are quantitatively very similar to the results when using the linear 

model. The odds ratios in column 1 and 2 show that women with a higher education level are more 

likely to become self-employed in good times compared to women with a lower education level. 



According to the results presented in column 1, women with a high education level are 28 percent 

more likely to be self-employed compared to women with a low education level when the vacancy rate 

increases with one standard deviation. As previous results have shown, the effect on self-employment 

among men is similar but the effect is smaller and less significant. Thus, the results showing that 

people with higher human capital endowment are more likely to be self-employed when the local 

business conditions are good do not seem to be sensitive to the choice of model. 

 

Table A:2 The logit model 

 Probability self-employed 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Women Men 
Local  0.945** 1.030** 1.000 1.016** 
vacancy rate (0.0254) (0.0122) (0.0101) (0.00272) 
×High School 1.071** 1.0186 1.0116 0.993 
 (0.0332) (0.0132) (0.0155) (0.00824) 
×University 1.280*** 1.075*** 1.0627** 1.011 
 (0.0715) (0.0176) (0.0277) (0.0123) 
     
Region FE x  x  
Individual FE  x  x 
Year*Group FE x x x x 
     
Obs. 21,841,773 1,564,263 22,278,181 3,011,384 
No of ind.  153,029  297,186 

The dependent variable is a dummy taking the value 1 if a person is self-employed. The 
local vacancy rate is number of vacancies per 1000 age 18-64 standardized to mean zero 
and standard deviation 1. High school and University are dummy variables indicating 
whether the person has between 10-14 years of education and >14 years of education, 
respectively. Other than the variables specified in the table all specifications include age, 
age^2, and dummy variables for education level. To account for the change in 
categorization in 2003, the education variables and individual fixed variables are allowed to 
have a different impact before and after the change. All regressions estimated using logit. 
Estimates presented as odds ratios and standard errors clustered by region in parenthesis. 
*** indicate statistically significant at 1 percent, ** at 5 percent and * at 10 percent level. 
Estimates in italic indicate that total effect of the local labor market variable is statistically 
significant at the 10 percent level. 
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